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The equations of motion of the magnetization and of the electric quadrupole-moment density are de
rived for an acoustically excited paramagnet. In the approximation of high temperatures and small 
correlation times, the possibility of hard excitation of nonlinear magnetoacoustic resonance is 
demonstrated. 

1. It is well known that ultrasound can excite transi
tions in the Zeeman spectrum of a paramagnet located 
in an external magnetic field[ll. In the present paper 
the dynamics of this process, which is called magneto
acoustic resonance (MAR), will be treated on the basis 
of one of the methods of the statistical theory of non
equilibrium processes-the method of Robertson[21. 

The Hamiltonian of an acoustically excited paramag
net in general has the form 

~(t) = J [~,(r) +Xs,(r) +J'Gs.(r, t) +,iez(r, t)ldV, (1) 

where the first term is the Hamiltonian of the crystal 
lattice, the second describes possible interactions of 
magnetic and nonmagnetic origin within the paramagnet, 
the third describes interactions of the sound with the 
magnetic subsystem, and the last is the Zeeman energy 

~z(r, t) = -M(r)H(r, t), (2) 

here M(r) is magnetic-moment density operator, which 
is related to the spin-density operator I( r) by 

M(r) = ngI(r) (3 ) 

(g is the gyromagnetic tensor); H(r, t) is the external 
magnetic field. 

Interaction of sound with the crystal lattice, which 
is accompanied by nonresonant absorption of the sound, 
is not considered in the case assumed. 

For paramagnets with spin I> %, the Hamiltonian 
16 s has the form[ll 

2 

J'G s (r,t)= nOOa L, (-1),i\q(r)E_q(r,t). (4) 
q=-2 

Here tiwa is the coupling energy, T2q are irreducible 
tensor operators of the second rank, normalized by the 
relation Sp T2qT;q = 1, and E_q(r, t) can be expressed 
in terms of linear combinations of the components of 
the deformation tensor. 
W~ introduce the system of Hermitian tensor opera

tors DLm defined by the equations 
V .. = 2-"'1:, VIt = 2-'/'1.. D'_I = 2-'hl" 

Dzo = 1'", D~I = 2-'h(T2-I- 1',,), D2_1 = 2-'hi(T,. + 1'2_1), (5) 
D" = -2-'/'(1'" + T2- 2), D2- 2 = 2-'/'i(T" - T2_') 

and normalized by the condition 

(6) 

(we note that the operators D2m are, except for a 
numerical factor, the operators of the components of 
the quadrupole-moment tensor). The Hamiltonian (1), 

expressed in terms of the operators DLm, has the 
form 

~(t) = S[ ~,(rH ~inlrH nQ t tALm(r, t)DLm(r) ] dV. (7) 
L=l m=_L 

For the case of spin 1= 1, to which we shall restrict 
ourselves, the set of operators DLm, supplemented by 
the unit operator, forms a complete orthonormal 
system. 

In the theory of MAR, when the Hamiltonian (1) and 
(7) is used, the equations of motion of the magnetiza
tion and of the electric quadrupole moment are 
coupled[ll. As thermodynamic coordinates that guaran
tee a macroscopically complete description of the 
system, we choose the quantities 

DLrn (r, t) = Sp DLrn (r) p (t), (8) 

U(t)=SPS[~,(rH~int<r)ldV.p(t), (9) 

where U(t) is the total internal energy of the specimen; 
p(t) is the statistical operator, which satisfies von 
Neumann's equation 

(10) 

and 1:(t) is the evolution operator, which acts on an 
arbitrary operator A in the following manner: 

L(t)A = n-I[,ie(t),.til (11) 

(here and hereafter, the tilde deSignates an operator 
that acts on operators defined in the Hilbert space of 
the system). 

2. We introduce, in accordance with[21, the canonical 
density operator 

';(t) = a exp {- ~ (t) S [ .76,(rH .16;n,(rH nQ L,ALm' (r, t)DLm (r) ] dV} 

Lm (12) 

a-I =Sp exp ( -f1(t) S [ ,U,(rH ~nt(rH nQ L,ALm' (r, t)DLrn (r) Jav} 

Lm (13) 

The values of /3(t) and Atm(r, t) are determined by 
the equations 

DLm(r, t) = SpDLm(r)~(t), 

U(t) = Sp S [~,(rH ~nt(r) ldV .~(t). 

(14) 

(15) 

Each of the thermodynamic coordinates cJ>n(r, t) satis
fies the following equation [21 : 
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a<Dn(r, t) . - - _ 
-~= -iSp<Dn(r)L(t)u(t) 

, 
- f Sp{<Dn (r)£(t) T (t, t'j[ 1 - P(t') lL(t') ~(t') }dt', (16) 

o 

where the projection operator pet) acts on all opera
tors to the right of it: 

- - ~ f [05a(t) ~ -] 
P(t)A= ~ 6<Dm(r,t) Sp<D .. (r)A dV, (17) 

the operator 1'( t, 1') is the solution of the equation 

aT (t, t') / at' = iT (t, t') [1 - P(t') lL (t') (18) 

with the initial condition T(t, t) = 1. It is assumed that 
at t = 0 the system was in equilibrium. 

We shall transform the expression L(t)&(t) that 
appears in (16) .. On using (11) and (12) and on supple
menting (7) to form the expression in the argument of 
the exponential function in aft), we get 

The dynamic term of equation (16) for the thermody
namic coordinates (8) takes the form 

(the identity Sp A[B, C] = Sp [A.l.B]C ha~ been used). 
On expanding the commutators (DLm(r), DL'm'(rJ] 
with respect to the complete system of operators DLm, 
we get 

(21) 

Because of the orthonormality of the system of opera
L" 1/ 

tors DLm, the coefficients CtLmmL'm' are equal to , 
(22) 

and are connected {because of (22)) by the relations 

Their values for spin I = 1 are given in the Appendix. 
We define K~m' (r,r'; t,t') 

= SpDL .. (r)L (t) T (t, t') [1 - P(t') ][DL'm,(r'), ~(t') 1. ,(24) 

Then, with (14) taken into account, equation (16) for the 
thermodynamic coordinates DLm(r, t) takes the form 
aDLm (r, t) ~ • ~ L""," 

at = Q f::: (AL.m,(r, t)-AL".,(r, t» Lf:.. ULm.um,DL"m,,(r,t) (25) 
, 

- g 1: f dt' f dV' K:~m' (r,r'; t, t') (AL,m.(r', t') - A;,m,(r', t'». 

The equation for the thermodynamic coordinate U( t) 
can be obtained by integrating (16) over the volume. It 
is easier to do this, however, by expressing dU/ dt with 
dynamical exactness in terms of aDLm/at. For this 
purpose we use the definition (9), differentiating it with 
respect to time; then with the aid of (10) and (8) we get 

dU ~ f aDLm (r, t) 
dt=-g~ ALm(r,t) dt dV. (26) 

Equations (25) and (26) together with equations (14) 
and (15.) solve the pr-Oblem posed exactly: without any 

assumptions. But the values of {:J(t) and Atm(r, t) 
that occur in the equations are themselves functionals 
of the thermodynamic coordinates, impliCitly defined 
by equations (14) and (15). 

3. Let the temperature of the lattice be sufficiently 
high, and let its heat capacity be much greater than the 
heat capacity of the spin system. We shall identify (:J(t) 
with the reciprocal of the constant temperature of the 
lattice. On expanding the operator aft) as a power 
series in 13 and on retaining terms of the expansion up 
to and including those of second order in j3, we have 

p "" 11 

~(t) ~ ~, [1 + ~(a- I iJ.dl1) + ~2 (b -a,S H.dl1+J H.J B.dvdl1)] ' 

where (27) i 

(28) 
, ... 

b = Sp JR. S a.dvd/J, 
o 0 

8. = ~-'exp (/J;M,)Bexp (-~,), (29) 

B = f [ ~in~r) + fiQ 1: A:m (r, t)DLm (r) ] dV. 
Lm . 

We shall use (27) to determine the explicit functional 
dependence of ALm(r, t) on DLm(r, t). To the second 
order in 13, we get 

(30) 
L'm' 

where 
, p 

N::;''''=(fiQ}-'SpDLm(r) f dl1 fdv(.;ig.,.DL.m,. + Dum·,JGint} (31) 
o 0 

is the analog of the demagnetizing coefficients obtained 
earlier[S] 

If in th~ calculation of the kernel Kt~' of equation 

(25) we restrict the external fields to a constant mag
netic field, and do not allow for alternating magnetic 
and acoustic fields (the case of "normal saturation"), 

L' , 
then KL~ do not depend on t and t' separately but 

are rapidly decaying functions of T = t - 1'[S]. Neglect
ing memory effects, we write (25) in the form (taking 
account of (30)) 

(32) 

xL, a~::";.:~,DL"'m",(r, t) - 1: f xZ~m' [DL'm,(r', t) + ~fiQAL'm,(r', t) ldV', 
L""tn'" LIm' 

where 
~ 

um', fi)-'SKL,m,( ")d XLm (r,r )=(~ Lm r,r ,T T. (33) 
o 

Neglect of "memory", Le., replacement of the integro
differential equation (26) by the differential equation 
(32), is possible when the set of inequalities [4] 

T] «: 1, (34) 

is satisfied (1) is defined by equation (38), below; Wc 
is a representative value of the set of correlation fre
quencies). The quantities (33) can be calculated by the 
Green's function method, by means of the perturbation 
theory constructed for calculation of analogous quanti
ties[S]. We note that relaxation parameters for the 
macroscopic quadrupole moment were first considered 
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by Kessel,[5] (also for spin 1= 1). 
4. As one of the possible applications of the equa

tions obtained above, we shall consider the question of 
the possibility of excitation of nonlinear magneto
acoustic resonance in paramagnets. It is well known 
that in certain ferromagnets and ferrites, by means of 
sufficiently powerful ultrasound, nonlinear (parametric) 
magnetic resonance can be excited in a threshold 
manner with respect to the amplitude of the sound wave. 
Measurement of the excitation threshold and of the 
threshold characteristics gives extensive information 
about magnetic crystals [61. As a cause of instability of 
the uniform precession, we shall consider only the 

L'm' 
anisotropic dipole field. If the coefficients NLm are 
due to dipole-dipole interactions, then 

N~::r.' = (2nQ) -, Sp nLm (r) J dV' {~diP (r, r'), Dum,(r')} +. (35) 

L" , 
It is obvious that N2mm = NL~ = 0 (since the real spur 
of a!} odd number of spin operators vanishes}. We write 
N!: = Nmm' and note that Nmm' (m, m' = 0, ±1) is a 
tensor of second rank (demagnetization tensor). 

In equations (32) it is convenient to transform to the 
dimensionless variables 

(36) 

where Ho is the constant magnetic field, directed along 
the z axis, and y is the gyromagnetic ratio. By means 
of (36) the components of the vector M(r, t} are de
dimensionalized by the equilibrium value Mo. The 
quantities A2m(r, t} have the form(1] 

1 2rrAo 
A 2m (r, t) = --=-~-lff m (r)eos wt, 

12 A 
(37) 

where lff m( r) are linear combinations of the coordinate 
parts of the components of the deformation tensor pro
duced by the sound, A is the wavelength of the sound, 
and Ao is the amplitude of the displacement. After the 
dedimensionalization (36), there appear in equations 
(32) the small dimensionless parameters 

00, 2nAo ( ) 
Tl = ---- (Tl <t: 1) 38 

l'2 yHo A 

and 

(39 ) 

which determine respectively the percentage modula
tion and the "detuning" of the mean dipole field of the 
heat motion. We write, as an illustration, the equation 
for D~_l(r, t} (Le., for My(r, t» in explicit form: 

aD1~1 , , I --= - woD" - woTllff _,D'_2 cos wt + woTllff _2D,_, cos wt 
at 

, 
+ 13 woTllff oD,,' cos wt + 12 ~ (J.,'~','m EmnD,n'D,/ 

m,ll,I=-i 

-~ J x~."',(r,r') [DLm'(r',tH ~ ALm(r',t)] (40) 
Lm 

(we shall not write all the equations because of their 
large size). Here Wo = yHo is the Larmor frequency. 

Thus we hil.ve a system of eight quasilinear equa
tions, which we shall solve by the Krylov-Bogolyubov 
method [7] , generalized to the case of several small 

parameters. Because the system (32) is very compli
cated, we shall restrict ourselves to the following 
simple approximation in the calculation of the relaxa
tion terms: in each of the equations, we keep only the 

L' , 
"self-" relaxation term; that is, we set KL: 

= ~LL'Omm' Kt~ (allowance for the cross-relaxation 
terms would lead only to small corrections for the 
characteristic frequencies of oscillations of the mag
netization and of the quadrupole moment). If the chief 
relaxation mechanism is the spin-lattice mechanism 
(it is just this case that is of especial interest to us), 
then it can be shown that all the quantities Kt~ are of 

a single order; and in the lowest order of perturbation 
theory in which they differ from zero, Ktm(r, r'} 
= KO(r - r'}. m 

Under the assumptions made, for 11 = 0 and €mm' 
= 0 equations (32) have the general solution 

D~::) = e-" ( A Lm sin 1 ml wot - 1:1 AL- m cos mwot) + 1)L,1i mo, (41) 

where ALm are constants of integration. We set 

8 mm ' = 8Vmm" (42) 

We shall seek a solution of the system (32) in the form 
of a multiple power series in the small parameters: 

~ 

D '() D'(O) ( )+ ~ ,. (',t) (t) 
Lm t = Lm t ~ e 1'] U Lm • (43) 

r,8=1 

We carry out the elimination of the secular terms in 
the usual way[7]. Let ALm be functions of time, satis
fying the equations 

(L' = 1,2; m' = -L'., .L') (44) 
r,8=1 

In the course of the solution we shall choose the func
tions aIr,s) so as to eliminate the secular terms in 

Lm 
(43). 

On substituting (43) in (32) and on equating the 
expressions corresponding to like powers of € and IJ, 
we get systems of equations for the functions uL~) in 

which functions of lower order occur. Without writing 
all the equations, because of their large Size, we shall 
trace the role of the individual terms of the series (43). 
The functions U<LO'll give the "Bloch" solutions which 

m' ' 
describe the usual resonance at characteristic frequen-
cies. As an example, 

(0,.1)_ [Wo(W-2wo)lff_2-xwolff, ] + [ lff,-<-+f!J-, ] (45) 
UZ-2, - - COS(f)t • 

x' + (w - 2wo)' cos wt -<-+ sin wt 

Furthermore, in the functions uL;;; ( t) appear terms of 

the form (w ± wot1e-Ki(n = 1, 2), indicating the inap
plicability of these solutions near the frequencies 
w ::::! ± Wo and w ::::! ± 2wo. To investigate the correspond
ing regions, we successively set 

Wo = ±~+ t"I~ (n= 1,2) 
n 

(46) 

in (32}-(40) and, again seeking functions U(O,l)(t} 
Lm ' 

arrive by elimination of the secular terms at equations 
(44). For example, for the case n = 1 these equations 
ha ve the form 
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dA 2_ 2 f dt = aA t_t - ~Att + 2wl]~A22' 
dAtt / dt = ~Att - aA 22 + 3¥'~A20 - wl]~At_t, 

dA t- t / dt = -aA 2_ 2 - ~A22 + 3 '/'aA 20 + wl]~Atl, 
dA20 / dt = -3"~Att - 3'/'aAt- .. 

(47) 

where Q! = Y2 w1J It -1, f3 = Y2 W1J It 1. On seeking solutions 
of (37) ~eAt, we obtain the result that for small t. all 
five roots A are pure imaginary; that is, the zero
order solution of (41) in the corresponding region is 
stable, there is no parametric resonance. Considera
tion of the remaining regions leads also to the same 
conclusion. The absence of parametric resonance in 
terms of order Tj is physically obvious (in this approxi
mation there is no anisotroDv L 

In 0l:>taining the functions Utiri we arrive, by elimina
tion of the secular terms, at the equations 

dA" / dt = woe( (v" + V-t-t) /2- voo)A t_ .. 

dA t_, I dt = -woe( (v" + V_t_,) /2 - voo)A", 
(48) 

whose solutions lead to a shift of the characteristic 
frequency in the functions D~~~) and D~iO) caused by the 
demagnetizing fields. 

Having obtained the functions Utiri and ul~' we 
seek a solution of second order. The functions Ut~ 
are undefined in the frequency ranges W ~ ± nwo 
(n = 1, 2, 3, 4). We successively set 

000 = ± 00 / n + 81]~ (49) 

in the original equations, eliminate the secular terms 
in the functions Ut~), and obtain in each case equa-

tions (44). Thus for n = 1 we have 

where 

dAtI / dt = -aA20 - el]~At-" 
dA t- t / dt = ~A20 + eTl~A", 

dA" / dt = t/,~At_t - t/,aA", 

3'h 
a = gWell! (v" - v-,-t)/tt + 2v,_,1t -,], 

3]/2 

~ = gweTl [ (v" - V-t-t)lt-t - 2vt- tlttl 

(50) 

(the remaining equations are of no interest). On seek
ing a solution of equations (50) ~eAt, we get 

Ie, = 0, Ie" 3 = ±1/2l'a' +~' - 4~2. (51) 

Thus when t. < Y2 -/0.2 + f32, the solution of equations (50) 
increases exponentially with increase of t, as 
exp( %-/0.2 + f32 - 4t. 2 ), whereas the solution (41) in
creases exponentially with increase of t when 

1a' + ,~, - 4~' > 2x. 

For n '" ± 1, a direct proof demonstrates the ab
sence of parametric resonance; consequently, in the 
case of MAR the first parametric resonance band is 
near the Larmor frequency, while the threshold that 
must be surmounted for hard excitation of this reso
nance is determined by the expression 

_ 16x {( '" , "" ') [ ( )" l}-t Tlcr - -3 - '" t + '" -t v" - V-t-t + 4V t-t . 
EUlo 

(52) 

In the case of a magnetically isotropic crystal, for 
which the tensor No. {3 is a multiple of the unit tensor, 
the threshold (52) is infinite (for then V11 = V-1-1 = Voo, 
V 1-1 = 0). In the case of a uniaxial crystal, if the field 
Ho is directed along the axis of symmetry, the tensor 
N o.f3 is diagonal in the coordinate system being used; 

obviously V11 = V-1_1 '" Voo, V 1-1 = 0, and the threshold 
(52) is again infinite. But if Ho is directed at an angle 
to the axis of symmetry, then in order of magnitude 

l]cr ~ x / eWo. (53) 

On estimating the values of Emm' by means of (35) 
(here we use the usual expression for the operator of 
the dipole-dipole interaction energy), we get in the 
nearest-neighbor approximation 

m ~y2h2 
e~3I(I+1)~, 

where m is the number of nearest neighbors, and a is 
the distance between them. 

The relation (53) imposes severe limitations on the 
choice of materials in which nonlinear magnetoacoustic 
resonance can be observed. Besides powerful ultra
sound, the following are necessary: a) large magneto
elastic coupling constants; b) appreciable paramagnetic 
susceptibility; c) large relaxation times (this is also 
necessary for fulfillment of (34». Suitable parameters 
are possessed, for example, by europium ethylsulfate 
at helium temperatures. For an amplitude of ion dis
placement Ao ~ 10-8 cm, which corresponds to sound 
power ~100 W/cm2 , by means of data on the absorp
tion coefficient of sound entering perpendicularly to the 
trigonal axis of the crystal (8), we estimate 1/ ~ 10-4 
for Wo ~ 10 10 Hz. Under the same conditions, E ~ 10-2 • 

It is known that in such compounds the longitudinal and 
transverse relaxation times are of the same order (in 
accordance with our supposition) and are extremely 
dependent on temperature(9). In the temperature range 
2 to 4 OK, K ~ 10-3 to 10-4 sec-1 ; this is quite sufficient 
for fulfillment of the relation (53). The second of the 
inequalities (34) is also known to be satisfied. 

In clOSing, the author expresses his sincere thanks 
to I. G. Shaposhnikov for his constant interest in the 
research. 

APPENDIX 

Since the spur is invariant to the choice of repre-
L" II 

sentation, we calculate the quantities a LmmL'm' 
directly by taking the operators DLm in the z-repre
sentation in matrix form. We get the following values 
for them: 

al~.\l0 = a~=!,2-2 = a~~'1-1 = a~;:l = a22~I,tt = a~~~1 = 1lJ'2, 

al~t,20 = a~:'2_1 = 1'3/2, a~~2,tO = ii. (54) 

The remaining nonvanishing coefficients o.t~m~'m' , 
are obtained from (54) by means of the relations (23). 
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